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The objective of this research was to build a compositional model to evaluate current and 
future production performance of Niobrara and Codell, which are the targeted zones in the 
Wattenberg Field located in Colorado’s Denver-Julesburg Basin (DJ Basin). The study area is 
called Wishbone section. It is a square-mile section that includes eleven horizontal wells. The 
production began in September 2013. The seismic Baseline, Monitor 1, and Monitor 2 surveys 
were conducted before the eleven horizontal wells were drilled, after hydraulic fracture 
stimulation, and after two years of production. 
One thing that needs attention is the complexity of the study area: the tight and highly 
heterogeneous reservoir, the existence of faults, and the light hydrocarbon content. To build a 
realistic simulation model, an integrated workflow was developed, which includes data from 
geology, geophysics, petrophysics, completion and production. The geologic input data were 
obtained from seismic and well log interpretations. The reservoir model hydrocarbon fluid data 
were prepared from several comprehensive oil and gas PVT reports. These data were 
complemented with information from daily well production and pressure records. The hydraulic 
fracturing interpretation results from GOHFER were imported into the flow simulation model to 
describe well performance.  
After history matching was done, four methods were used to validate the model. First, 
rate transient analysis was conducted based on both actual production data and simulated results. 
It was found that the reservoir permeability calculated from both cases are similar, which verifies 
the simulation model. Second, the producing gas-oil ratio (GOR) is increasing for wells from 
east to west. The simulated gas saturation distribution in the fracture system is consistent with  
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GOR performance, which also adds credibility to this simulation model. Third, microseismic 
clusters suggest increased fracture density, which correlate with higher gas saturation zones. 
Similarly, the zones that have less frequency of microseismic events are consistent with the 
lower gas saturation areas. Fourth, to integrate the reservoir model with seismic responses, the 
most significant observation was the free gas evolved in the fracture system. The P wave 
impedance difference between Monitor 2 and Baseline surveys show negative value in the 
western side, which is consistent with the higher gas saturation observed from the flow 
simulation model. Thus, the reservoir model credibility was substantiated by the agreement 
among actual gas production, modeled gas saturation, microseismic events and 4D seismic 
responses.  
After the model was validated, a portion of the produced rich gas was injected into a 
Niobrara well and a Codell well separately to evaluate the enhanced oil recovery (EOR) 
potential. The results were confirmed by the tracer data analyses, which indicate strong inter-
well and inter-formation communication. For instance, when gas was injected into a Niobrara 
well, the oil production of a nearby Codell well was more enhanced than its neighboring 
Niobrara wells. The modeled gas injection EOR yielded 2% - 4% incremental oil during a 
production period of 15 years. This indicates a strong likelihood of EOR potential in 
unconventional fields by wet gas injection. 
Considering the geologic complexity of the study area, the modeling study is a powerful 
tool for understanding the flow mechanism in shale formations of the DJ Basin. Furthermore, the 
modeling study provides a great insight to the stake holders involved in assessing the EOR 
potential in the DJ Basin unconventional reservoirs.   
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 In collaboration with Anadarko Petroleum Corporation (APC), the Reservoir 
Characterization Project (RCP) acquired time-lapse seismic surveys in the Wattenberg Field 
since 2013. One of the major objectives is to improve hydrocarbon recovery in this 
unconventional shale play. With integrated data from geology, repeated seismic surveys, 
petrophysics, production and completion, the reservoir is able to be monitored over time, which 
guides future reservoir development. The center of the study area is called Wishbone section. It 
is a one square mile area with eleven horizontal wells, the production of which started in 
September 2013. Seven wells were drilled in the Niobrara formation, while the other four wells 
were drilled in the underlying Codell Member. 
1.1 Study Area in the Wattenberg Field 
 Wattenberg Field is located about 35 miles northeast of Denver, Colorado (Figure 1-1). It 
covers a large area of the Denver Basin and spans over 50 townships. Based on proved reserves, 
it is ranked as the 4th largest oil field and the 9th largest gas field in US (EIA 2015). Over 15,000 
wells have been drilled in this field targeting various Cretaceous zones, which are highlighted in 
green in Figure 1-1. With approximately 6200 to 7800 ft depth, the Niobrara vertical wells have 
produced hydrocarbons from most of the Wattenberg area since 1976, while Niobrara horizontal 
wells began in 2009 (Sonnenberg 2015). According to industry estimates, approximately 2 
billion barrels of oil could be recoverable from the Niobrara (Colorado Oil & Gas Association 
2015). The RCP Anatoli study area (ten square miles) is marked with a red rectangular box in 





Figure 1-1    Location of RCP study area and Wattenberg Field, CO (RCP 2015) 
 
1.2 Geology 
 The primary target in this study is the Niobrara formation and Codell sandstone. The 
study section is located in a highly faulted area.  
1.2.1 Stratigraphy 
 Originally discovered in 1970, the Wattenberg Field has been vertically developed for 
production. Starting in 2007, a shift toward horizontal drilling and multistage fracture stimulation 
has brought significant new life to this unconventional field (Sonnenberg 2015). Both the 
Cretaceous Niobrara formation and the underlying Codell Sandstone Member of the Carlile 
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Formation are targeted with horizontal wells. Figure 1-2 shows the stratigraphic column of the 
Niobrara formation, Carlile formation, and surrounding geological units.  
 
 
Figure 1-2    Stratigraphic column of the Denver Basin, highlighting the area of interest in the 
RCP study area (Sonnenberg 2015). The B Chalk, C Chalk and the underlying Codell Sandstone 
are the main focus of horizontal drilling. 
 
 The thickness of Niobrara formation ranges from 240 to 450 ft. The drilling depth is at 
general depths of 6200 to 7800 ft. The chalk intervals and the marls are interbedded in this 
formation. The chalk units inside are named as the A, B, and C chalks. Because of the erosional 
unconformities at the top and base of the Niobrara, A chalk is not present in our study area. The 
B and C chalk members, the most calcareous chalk, are currently the focus of horizontal drilling 
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in the Niobrara Formation. The member under C Marl is often called Basal Chalk/Marl. 
However, based on the mineralogy, pore structure, and acoustic velocity interpretations, the 
Basal Chalk is more similar to the marls in the study area (Kamruzzaman 2015). Therefore, a 
name “D Marl” is used here.  
 The lower mapable unit that overlies the Carlile Formation is called Fort Hays Limestone 
Member, where chalk beds are separated by thin layers of limestone-rich shale, silt, and organic 
material. With different depositional texture than other parts of the Niobrara formation, Fort 
Hays is regarded as a barrier, which may prevent hydraulic fractures from passing through. 
 The Niobrara Formation is over-pressured (Figure 1-3), while the overlying Upper Pierre 
Formation and underlying Muddy (J) Sandstone are under-pressured (Weimer and Sonnenberg 
1996). Kerogen maturation is a proposed cause of this pressure anomaly and results in natural 
fracturing (Sonnenberg and Underwood 2012). Oil and gas presence in Wattenberg is linked to a 
geothermal anomaly within the field. The source of the anomalously high temperature gradient is 
thought to be an igneous intrusion at depth in basement rocks (Higley and Cox 2007). The 
optimal production trends were reported to follow the geothermal anomaly (Meyer and McGee 
1985). The heat anomaly results in thermal maturation of shallow organic bearing source rocks 
such as the Graneros, Greenhorn, and Niobrara (Higley et al. 2003; Sonnenberg 2015). The 
temperature anomaly also affects oil gravities and gas-oil ratios (GOR) in producing Niobrara 
wells. The higher the temperature, the higher the oil gravity and GOR.  
 The Carlile Formation varies in thickness from 80 to less than 25 ft. It consists of four 
members: the Codell Sandstone, the Blue Hill Shale, the Juana Lopez Member, and the Fairport 
Chalk. Based on regional correlations, the Blue Hill does not exist in the Wattenberg area and the 














lower Carlile (Fairport) can be reflected on the isopach map of the Carlile (Weimer and 
Sonnenberg 1982). Codell member is a gray, very-fine-grained bioturbated sandstone. It is 
considered a tight (low permeability) sandstone and acts as a separate reservoir unit. The Codell 
member is another main target for horizontal drilling. Its thickness is between 10 and 25 ft 
(Matthies 2014).  
1.2.2 Structure 
The structure at the Niobrara level in the Denver Basin is very complex. Davis (1985) 
described shear faults from seismic data in the Wattenberg area. These faults are interpreted as 
listric faults and are dipping at approximately 45o. Sonnenberg (2015) showed one sample map 
and illustrated that the majority of the faults trend northeast, but a strong northwest trend is also 
present. The faults influence fractures within the Niobrara Formation and are important for 
production. The brittle nature of Niobrara chalks enables open fracture systems to exit. The high 
resistivity anomalies in chalk beds indicate the presence of oil in open fracture systems. Pitcher 
(2015) mentioned that the normal listric faults within the reservoir interval and wrench faults 
deeper in the subsurface make it complicated for drilling and completions of wells. The wrench 
fault systems are thought to provide conduit for heat flow, creating isolated fault blocks with 
different temperatures. The temperature difference throughout the field could be responsible for 
the differences in source rock maturation, hydrocarbon expulsion, and consequently the 
variability of GOR in the field (Pitcher 2015). The RCP study area falls between the Longmont 





Figure 1-4    Regional structural geology in the Wattenberg Field. The RCP Anatoli study area is 
marked by orange box (modified from Higley and Cox 2007) 
 
1.3 Seismic Surveys 
 Seismic technology provides a method to identify horizons and faults, as well as to 
characterize horizontal drilling and multistage fracture stimulation in the unconventional field. 
APC provided three seismic datasets, the outlines of which are shown in Figure 1-5. They 
include a regional 3D PP seismic survey that covers about 50 square miles (red outline in Figure 
1-5), a smaller Anatoli 3D 3C survey with 10 square miles (green outline in Figure 1-5), and a 
4D 9 component (9C) seismic dataset called Turkey Shoot, which is approximately 4 square 
miles (blue outline in Figure 1-5). The Wishbone section, located in the center of Turkey Shoot, 
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is one square mile. The eleven horizontal wells drilled in Wishbone section are highlighted by 
the pink lines in Figure 1-5. 
 
 
Figure 1-5    Outline of seismic surveys (RCP 2015) 
 
 Time lapse survey was conducted over the four-square-mile Turkey Shoot study area. 
APC acquired the Baseline seismic survey after drilling of the horizontal wells to capture the in-
situ reservoir conditions. The Monitor 1 survey was conducted directly after hydraulic fracturing 
had occurred. The purpose was to capture the effect of completions on seismic response. The 
Monitor 2 survey was done after two years of production to capture the effect of reservoir 
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production on seismic response. A timeline for the acquisition of seismic relative to drilling, 
completion and production of the wells is shown in Figure 1-6. 
 
 
Figure 1-6    Timeline of data acquisition, drilling, completion, and production of horizontal 
wells 
 
 The Turkey shoot survey area includes both vertical and horizontal wells. In the 
Wishbone section, there are eleven horizontal wells: seven in Niobrara and four in Codell 
(Figure 1-7). These wells were drilled in June 2013 and completed from east to west in August 
and September of 2013. The wells were named based on the completion order and the landed 
reservoir formation. For example, Well 1N represents the well was drilled in Niobrara formation, 
and it was first completed among the eleven wells; Well 10C was drilled in Codell and was the 




Figure 1-7    East-West cross section of the Wishbone section depicting seven Niobrara and four 
Codell horizontal wells. Wells were completed from east to west, with a tighter well spacing in 
the western side. Wells 7N, 8C, and 9N were part of a zipper frack (modified from RCP 2017). 
 
 The well spacing is tighter in the western side of the section. Spacing of the wells varied 
from 1200 feet to 600 feet across the section. The lateral length is in the range of 3800 ft to 4200 
ft. Stages of the wells range from 32 per well to 20. The average stage spacing changes from 130 
ft to 150ft, except for well 10C, which has a long stage length of approximate 200 ft.  
 Proposed placement interval of the laterals was Niobrara B Chalk, Niobrara C Chalk and 
Codell Sandstone. However, geo-steering reports and gamma ray analysis indicated that there is 
a large east-west graben in these intervals and wells are not necessarily landed in the intended 
interval from heel to toe. Figure 1-8 represents a geo-steering undulating path for a Niobrara well 
in Wishbone. For all eleven wells, the well trajectories rarely stay in the intended zone but go 
through different reservoir intervals.  
 For the eleven horizontal wells, the completion fluid volume and type, proppant volume, 




Figure 1-8    Geosteering path for a Niobrara well in Wishbone section. The stages of well were 
completed from toe to heel (North to South). The well trajectory passes through the graben area 
and goes through different zones (modified from proprietary Anadarko study). 
 
perf well, while the other ten wells used uncemented sliding sleeve technology. Three wells, 7N, 
8C, and 9N, used a zipper frack technique (Figure 1-7). The total injected water and proppant for 
Well 11N is about as twice as that of other wells.  
1.4 Production Overview 
 Figure 1-9, Figure 1-10, and Figure 1-11 present the production of oil, gas, and BOE 
(barrel of oil equivalent) over two and half years. The four dashed curves refer to Codell wells, 
while the seven solid curves indicate Niobrara wells. Well 3C has the highest oil production, 
while Well 11N produces the most gas. Well 10C shows both lowest oil and gas production. The 
reason is speculated to be the lowest number of hydraulic fractured stages. There are 20 stages in 
well 10C while 32 stages for the majority of other wells. The three zipper fractured wells, 7N, 8C 











Figure 1-9    Cumulative oil production of eleven wells over two and half years. Well 3C has the 
highest oil production, while Well 10C has the lowest oil production. The ratio of the two is 
0.65. For the other two Codell wells, 5C and 8C, which are located in the middle of the 
Wishbone section, the production performance is similar to the majority of Niobrara wells. 
Among the three zipper fractured wells (7N, 8C, and 9N), Well 9N produced the most oil while 










Figure 1-10  Cumulative gas production of eleven wells over two and half years. Well 11N and 
Well 10C, which are located in the western side of the Wishbone section, have the highest and 
lowest gas production respectively. The ratio of the two is 0.64. Among the three zipper 











Figure 1-11  Cumulative BOE of eleven wells over two and half years. Well 3C has the highest 
BOE while Well 10C has the lowest. The ratio is 0.69. The other two Codell wells, 8C and 5C, 
have similar performance with all seven Niobrara wells. The three zipper fractured wells, 7N, 8C 






 Figure 1-12 and Figure 1-13 represent the Gas Oil Ratio (GOR) over time for both 
Niobrara wells and Codell wells. For the eleven wells, the initial GOR is in the range of 2000 
SCF/STB to 3000 SCF/STB. The producing GOR is increasing over time except Well 1N, which 
keeps constant. After two and half years of production, Well 11N has the highest GOR, which is 
about 18,000 SCF/STB. For the wells from east to west in either Niobrara or Codell, the 
producing GOR is increasing. GOR is greater on the west side because there are more induced 
micro and macro fractures (not hydraulic fractures). Thus, there is more flow taking place in the 
fractures which leads to more free gas available for production. 
 
 
Figure 1-12  GOR of seven Niobrara wells. The initial GOR is between 2000 and 3000 
SCF/STB. The producing GOR is increasing over time except Well 1N, which stays at 6000 
SCF/STB after half year of production. GOR of the western wells, such as 9N and 11N, 
increases much faster than that of the eastern wells, such as wells 2N and 4N. This indicates 










Figure 1-13  GOR of four Codell Wells. The initial GOR is about 2400 SCF/STB. The producing 
GOR is increasing over time. Similar with Niobrara wells, the producing GOR increases faster 
from eastern well to western well (3C to 8C), which may be also caused by more fracture in the 
western side of the Wishbone section. One exception is Well 10C (purple dots), whose producing 
GOR is lower than 8C. The reason is that Well 10C has the lowest number (20) of hydraulic 






 Figure 1-14 presents oil rate and GOR of three zipper fractured wells, 7N, 8C, and 9N. 
Though producing GOR is increasing from east to west in either formation, it is almost 
overlapped for the three wells. In addition, expect the initial three months, the oil production of 
the three wells is similar. It indicates communication among the three wells. Please note that 
Well 9N is different from 7N and 8C in two areas. One is that Well 9N used a different 
completion technique from the other two wells; the other is that Well 9N only has 27 hydraulic 
fracture stages, while both of the other two wells (7N and 8C) have 32 stages. 
 
 
Figure 1-14  GOR (dots) and oil rate (solid curves) of the three zipper fractured wells. For all 





1.5 Reservoir Properties 
 Due to mechanical and chemical compaction, the Niobrara rocks have a low porosity and 
permeability. Figure 1-15 shows the decrease of porosity and permeability with increasing burial 
depth. Precht and Pollastro (1985) reported that the chalks at 7000 ft have an average porosity of 
6%. Low permeability was observed in both shallow and deeply buried chalks. Following this, 
Pollastro and Scholle (1986) described that the initial average pore throat sizes are a few tenths 
of a micron, which are further reduced with burial diagenesis. The permeability of Niobrara 








1.6 Research Objectives 
 The lifetime production of a reservoir can be better optimized if we can understand its 
heterogeneity and hydrocarbon fluid system. The primary objective of this project is to evaluate 
the enhanced oil recovery potential through an integrated reservoir simulation model that 
effectively characterizes both reservoir and fluid. The comprehensive data set includes time-
lapse seismic, microseismic, well logs, cores, tracer data, along with completion and production 
data.  
 Considering the study area is very complicated (lots of faults, low porosity and 
permeability), it is critical to integrate flow simulation results with time-lapse seismic responses 
and microseismic data. This study will discuss the comparison of different datasets, which helps 
to tune the reservoir simulation model. Moreover, heterogeneity of hydraulic fractures will be 
investigated to identify how it controls flow behavior. 
 The finely-tuned compositional model will be used to simulate the enhanced oil recovery 
(EOR) process by gas injection, where gas is obtained from the produced gas. Then tracer data 
will be analyzed to evaluate the EOR modeling results. 
 Moreover, due to low porosity and permeability in the study area, it is difficult to observe 
the difference among time-variant seismic responses. This project is able to provide pressure and 
saturation inputs to the seismic models that focus on seismic interpretation, which aids in future 






CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 EOR potential evaluation is a new topic in unconventional reservoirs. The previous 
modeling results and pilot tests are summarized in this chapter. Additionally, tracer technology, 
which provides valuable information about reservoir connectivity and fracture network, is also 
discussed. 
2.1 EOR Tests in Unconventional Reservoirs 
 To improve hydrocarbon recovery in conventional reservoirs, water flooding is the 
common method used to maintain pressure. But for unconventional reservoirs with low 
permeability, this method is challenging to be applied due to low injectivity, poor sweep 
efficiency with fracture networks and clay swelling problems. For example, water injection test 
done by EOG in 2012 showed no oil production improvement in the Parshall unconventional 
field. Gas injection may be an alternative due to the low viscosity and the large injectivity 
(Hoffman 2014; Yu et al. 2015). Gas, including carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen (N2), and 
hydrocarbon, has been used for injection. Two types of gas injection include gas flooding and 
huff-n-puff. Gas flooding refers to the case when gas is injected back into the reservoir through 
injectors in the flooding mode. Huff-n-puff is a cyclic process in which the well is injected first, 
then is put back on production after a soak period (Sheng 2015). 
 Bakken formation has the similar low permeability as the Wattenberg Field. There have 
been some attempts to evaluate gas injection in Bakken. For example, a flow simulation model 
built by Hoffman (2014) shows the recovery factor was enhanced by 13% to 22% when 
hydrocarbon gas or CO2 was injected for 20 years. Though there were no commercial 
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applications being implemented in industry, some companies reported pilot-scale CO2 injection 
tests in the Bakken.  
 In late 2008, EOG tested CO2 injection in Middle Bakken using a huff-n-puff approach. It 
was a horizontal well with six-stage hydraulic fractures. No data on reservoir conditions were 
publicly available. CO2 breakthrough occurred over one mile away in an offset well, but was not 
observed in three other offset wells located within one mile of injector. This indicates the 
importance to understand the local natural fracture system in designing EOR operations.  
 In early 2009, a huff-n-puff CO2 injection test was conducted jointly by Continental 
Resources, Enerplus, and XTO Energy for the Burning Tree-State No. 36-2H well in the Elm 
Coulee Field (Sorensen and Hamling 2016). CO2 was injected successfully in Bakken. Oil rate 
was around 35 bbl/day prior to injection. After injected for 45 days with a rate of 3 MMscf/day 
and soaked for 64 days, the well was opened with a peak rate of 160 bbl/day in 8 days and then 
settled to an average of 20 bbl/day in 30 days. The well was no longer flowing and was put on 
pump in middle 2009. Oil production continued to rise slowly in early 2010 and then decreased 
slowly. Due to limited data, it is difficult to determine whether the gradually increased oil 
productivity is attributable to CO2 injection or operational activities.  
 According to these tests in unconventional formations, gas injection is not limited by its 
injectivity, and it increases fluid mobilization. This suggests it is optimistic to conduct gas 
injection EOR in unconventional formations, but more field tests will be required. Considering 
limited CO2 sources in the Wattenberg Field, the produced gas was used for gas injection. The 
injected gas in this project is composed of methane, ethane, propane and butane. 
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2.2 Gas Injection EOR Mechanism 
 Depending on reservoir conditions (pressure and temperature) and oil compositions, the 
displacement of oil by gas injection is divided into miscible and immiscible. One important 
parameter that is used to differentiate the two is called minimum miscibility pressure (MMP), 
which refers to the lowest pressure at which the injected gas can be miscible with reservoir oil at 
reservoir temperature. It is closely related with reservoir temperature and oil composition (Holm 
1986; Holm 1987). The high percentage of intermediate hydrocarbons, especially C5 – C12, 
affects MMP a lot (Yu et al. 2015). 
 Miscible flooding is achieved if reservoir pressure is maintained above MMP. It occurs 
when the injected gas mixes with the in-situ oil through a multiple contact process. During this 
process, injected gas extracts the lighter components from oil and meanwhile condenses into the 
oil phase, which results in miscible fluids. Immiscible flooding refers to the case when injected 
gas does not go into reservoir fluids due to insufficient reservoir pressure or heavy composition 
of reservoir fluids. Regardless whether miscibility is reached or not, oil recovery is enhanced 
through gas flooding.  
 Generally, miscible gas injection is much more efficient in recovering remaining oil than 
immiscible gas injection (Lambert et al. 1996). Therefore, it is essential to keep reservoir 
pressure higher than MMP to maximum recovery performance. However, in practical situations, 
because of high compression costs, gas injection is typically immiscible or near miscible (Zekri 
et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2010).  
 MMP is measured based on a few experimental techniques such as slim tube method, 
rising-bubble method, pressure composition diagrams, and vanishing interfacial tension 
technique (Ayirala and Rao 2006; Zekri et al. 2006). We did not conduct any MMP calculations 
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or conduct MMP measurements; however, the gas composition we use should be miscible with 
the reservoir oil. Furthermore, because the model is compositional, which accounts for the 
interaction of injected components with the reservoir fluid, any local miscibility has been 
inherently accounted for in the gas injection process.  
 The mechanism in conventional reservoirs includes oil phase swelling, viscosity 
reduction, extraction of lighter hydrocarbon and solution gas drive (Salehi 2013). In the naturally 
fractured reservoirs encountered in Niobrara, the main gas injection EOR mechanism includes 
molecular diffusion, viscous displacement, and gravity drainage (Yu et al. 2015). Specifically, in 
natural fractured tight reservoirs, such as Niobrara, molecular diffusion dominates (Hoteit and 
Firoozabadi 2006; Yu et al. 2015). Molecular diffusion is the net flux of molecules from a region 
of higher concentration to one of lower concentration, which is also called concentration gradient 
diffusion. When using CO2 as an example, Hawthorne et al. (2013) proposed four conceptual 
steps for gas injection in the formation with low permeability and multiple hydraulic fractures: 
(1) CO2 flows rapidly through fractures during the initial injection; (2) due to pressure gradient 
caused by CO2 injection, CO2 permeates into rock matrix and pushes oil out; (3) more oil will 
migrate to fractures and bulk CO2 as CO2 permeates into rock; (4) oil in bulk CO2 is swept as a 
result of oil swelling and lowed viscosity. Finally, as CO2 pressure gradient gets smaller, oil 
production is driven by concentration gradient diffusion from rock matrix to bulk CO2 in 



















2.3 Tracer Technology 
 When it comes to the application of gas injection EOR, it is important to identify 
reservoir heterogeneities, the channeling or by-passing of faults, and high permeability stringers, 
which may result in low sweep efficiency. One common method is to trace the inter-well flow. It 
has been extensively applied in oil industry for decades.  
2.3.1 Tracer Types 
 Tracer is a chemical or material injected in the subsurface fluid and afterwards detected 
to infer information about heterogeneity of a reservoir and how fluid flow through a reservoir.  
There are three types of tracers: radioactive, chemical and dye tracers.  
 Radioactive tracers are frequently used due to the ease of being detected at a low 
concentration, as well as the stability under reservoir conditions. By tracking the location of 
radioactive-based proppant during hydraulic fracturing treatment, the radioactive tracers can be 
used to evaluate stimulation success and gain insight about hydraulic fracture geometry.    
 Chemical tracers, which can be identified using chromatography, are also commonly 
used. The most frequently applied ones are halogens (chlorides Cl-, bromides Br-, iodides I-), 
nitrates (NO3
-), thiocyanate (SCN-). There are two types of chemical tracers: water-based and 
oil-based. Water-based chemical tracers (CFT) are water soluble. They are added into frac fluid 
during hydraulic stimulation and then injected into the formation. If some of the injected CFTs 
are detected from the samples of neighboring offset wells, it infers communication between the 
injection well and the sample well. Oil-based chemical frac tracers (OFT) are oil soluble. They 
are hydrophobic and have a strong affinity for hydrocarbon oil and gas. They are added to the 
aqueous based frac fluid of each stage, and then injected before proppant. During frac fluid 
flowback or well production, the produced oil samples containing OFT are collected from 
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wellhead. For each stage, the analysis of recovered OFT can be related with the hydrocarbon 
produced from this stage, to evaluate the stimulation effectiveness and identify the reason of 
below-average oil flow intervals. This provides an opportunity for design modification and well 
productivity enhancement in the future (Catlett et al. 2013).  
 Dye tracers, such as fluorescein, can be detected using a spectrofluorimeter at a low 
concentration, but it can be adsorbed on rocks (Zecheru and Goran 2013). When compared with 
the other two types, dye tracers are not commonly applied. 
2.3.2 Tracer Applications 
 Tracers are used in both single well tests and inter-well tests, as displayed in Figure 2-2. 
In single well tests (Scenario 1 & Scenario 3 in Figure 2-2), tracers are injected into one well and 
then produced from the same well. Water tracers are used to determine the flowback of fracture 
fluid, which is consistent with the water production from each stage (Dang 2016); radioactive 
tracers are applied to verify where proppant has been placed around the wellbore (Catlett et al 
2013); oil tracers indicate stimulation effectiveness and production contribution from each stage 
in the multi-stage horizontal wellbore (Salman et al. 2014; Lal et al. 2017).  
 In inter-well tests, tracers are injected into one well and then monitored in the offset wells 
(Scenario 2 & Scenario 4 in Figure 2-2). Water tracers suggest flow communication among 
different wells and layers (Scenario 2), while oil tracer flow back curves are able to differentiate 
a single, highly conductive fracture system and a sparsely distributed fracture system (Scenario 
4, Salman et al. 2014).  
 In this project, both water tracers and oil tracers are analyzed to study their application in 
















2.3.2.1 Tracer Study in Wishbone Section 
 Angela Dang, a previous MS student in RCP, conducted chemical tracer study in the 
Wishbone section (Dang 2016). The main objective was to examine if the horizontal wells were 
hydraulically connected. A total of fourteen commercial CFTs were injected into all eleven 
wells, while seven OFTs were injected into two wells (2N and 6N). Through calculating the 
recovered tracer mass, her analysis exemplifies east and upward flow preferences, which 
responds to the pressure sink created by the east-to-west flowback schedule. 
2.3.2.2 Water Tracer Design 
 As mentioned in Dang’s thesis (2016), to account for the large graben structure that 
bisected the study, multiple CFTs were injected into three wells, 2N, 5C, and 6N. Two CFTs 
were injected into Well 10C, while only one CFT was injected into each of the seven remaining 
wells. The details are displayed in Figure 2-3.  
 The fact that five CFTs (CFT1000, 1100, 1200, 1300, and 1400) were used twice makes 
it confounding to analyze the results. For example, CFT 1100 was injected into both 3C and 9N; 
if a water sample taken from 6N contained CFT 1100, it is difficult to differentiate whether the 
tracer came from 3C, 9N, or the combination. 
 For Niobrara-Codell interactions, the CFT results show that flow prefers to move upward 
into the Niobrara. This confirms inter-layer communication. 
2.3.2.3 Oil Tracer Design 
 Oil tracers are added into hydraulic fracture fluid and then injected into reservoir, where 
they leave the frack fluids and go into the hydrocarbons. Once the well is put on production, the 





Figure 2-3    CFT design in the Wishbone section. Each color represents a specific type of CFT 
except the dark grey color. For example, the dark grey color listed in the column of Well 9N 
means this well only has 27 stages. The light blue color listed under Well 11N refers to CFT 
1200 was injected into this well. As illustrated by different colors, multiple types of CFTs were 
injected into Well 2N, 5C, and 6N. The purpose was to analyze the graben effect. Please note 
that the white gap in the column of Well 2N means no CFT was injected into Stage 22 and 23 
(modified from Dang 2016).  
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presented and interpreted oil tracer applications in multi-stage horizontal wells in detail. 
Typically 250 grams of an oil tracer is pumped per stage. Two scenarios which are closely 
related with this project are discussed as follows. 
 One is single well analysis (Scenario 3 in Figure 2-2), which refers to the case when 
injector and monitor are the same well. The higher tracer recovery in the injector well is 
attributed to a more localized stimulated fracture network, containing tracer within a smaller 
distance away from the wellbore. For example, oil tracer was initially injected into Well 2N, then 
the oil samples from this well were collected for analysis. The tracer injection operation is shown 
in Figure 2-4. The OFT in this figure represents Oil Fracture Tracer. In Well 2N, the 32 stages 
were grouped into four segments. Three types of OFT (OFT 5600, OFT 5300, and OFT 5400) 
were injected into three segments separately, which are highlighted by the light blue, orange, and 
brown colors. The segments with white background were skipped, which include Stage 4-5 and 
Stage 15-18. 
 The other one is inter-well analysis (Scenario 4 in Figure 2-2). It refers to the case when 
the injector and monitor wells are different, which means the monitor is a neighboring well, as 
shown in Figure 2-5. The hydraulic fractures of the injector well are conductive to carry the 
injected tracer to the surrounding area. The higher tracer recovery in the monitor well is driven 
by closer well spacing. The 32 stages of Well 6N were separated into four groups, and a specific 
type of oil tracer was injected into each group. Then the fluid sample of Well 5C was collected 






Figure 2-4    Oil tracer design for Well 2N: OFTs were injected into Well 2N, then the oil 




Figure 2-5    Oil tracer design for Well 6N: OFTs were injected into Well 6N, then the oil 




2.4 Relationship between Gas Production versus Seismic Differences 
 One RCP student, Jake Utley, plotted the relationship between the average negative 
impedance differences versus the normalized gas production. If all eleven wells were included, 
there is a 70% correlation with negative impedance difference and gas production. If the outlier 
Well 1N is removed, the correlation jumps to 87%. The negative average impedance indicates 
higher gas production. 
 
 
Figure 2-6    The relationship between the average negative difference extracted along the 
wellbores in the Wishbone section against their normalized production. If one outlier (Well 1N) 
is removed, then the correlation jumps from 70% to 87%. It shows negative average impedance 






CHAPTER 3 RESERVOIR MODELING 
 Based on geology, 3D seismic survey, well logs and core data, the initial geological 
model was built in Schlumberger’s Petrel. It was then imported into GEM, a compositional 
reservoir simulator from Computer Modelling Group (CMG). Considering the study area is 
highly faulted and hydraulically fractured, a dual-porosity model was applied in this project. To 
account for the complex behavior of volatile hydrocarbon content, a compositional flow 
simulation model was selected. The simulated results, such as gas saturation changes, were then 
compared with seismic and microseismic observations, with a purpose of modifying the 
simulation model to make it more representative. Finally, the enhanced oil recovery (EOR) 
potential by gas injection was evaluated. 
 Figure 3-1 shows the workflow of an integrated reservoir modeling process. This chapter 
discusses the initial stage of reservoir model building process. It includes both geological model 
and compositional dual-porosity flow model.  
3.1 3D Geological Model 
 As a foundation for a flow simulation model, a geological model incorporates the static 
data types at different scales. Seismic data provide large-scale structural information; well logs 
are at centimeter to meter scale resolution; core data can provide a highest resolution. To start 
with, a structural model was built according to PP baseline seismic survey. Then well logs were 
used to verify the depth in the model and create lithology facies. After that, core experimental 




Figure 3-1    Integrated reservoir modeling workflow 
 
  The 3D geological model computing frame is a Cartesian grid. The grid system spans 
four square miles and nineteen faults with the study area in the center. The total number of grid 
blocks is about a quarter million. The grid size, both in the x and y directions, is 100 ft. It ranges 
from 10 ft to 30 ft vertically. 
3.1.1 Structural Model  
 The framework of creating a structural model is straightforward in the software Petrel. By 
using the PP baseline seismic survey, Travis Pitcher (2015), a previous RCP student, picked 
horizons for the Turkey Shoot study area, which provided a foundation for this structural model. 
However, the horizons that were picked from seismic data were not consistent with those which 
were interpreted from well logs. This indicates the seismic data to well tie was not accurate. To 
correct this problem, logs from eleven vertical wells within the study area were applied to update 
the velocity model. Once this was complete, the horizons picked from seismic data and those 
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from well logs were at the same depth. That is to say, this updated structural model was able to 
better reflect the depth of each member. Moreover, the perforation depth information of 
surrounding vertical wells was also used to modify the structural model. A more accurate 
structural model was obtained. 
 All the faults that have seismic resolution were picked. In the four-square-mile Turkey 
Shoot study area, there are nineteen faults passing through the reservoir, as represented by the 
colorful surfaces in Figure 3-2. They affect flow performance. Currently it is unclear whether the 
faults are open or sealing. To model the effect of faults on fluid flow in the dynamic model, the 
property of Distance to Faults was created in this static model, which is displayed in Figure 3-2. 
Similarly, the property of Distance to Wells was also defined here. 
 
 
Figure 3-2    Property of Distance to Faults. The colorful zig zag planes illustrate the nineteen 
faults that intersect this area. Warm colors illustrate fault zones, while cold colors represent the 
area that is far away from faults. Please note that the vertical scale is exaggerated by five times. 
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3.1.2 Facies Model  
 After different rock types were defined in the reservoir, a facies analysis was used to 
guide the distribution of petrophysical properties, such as porosity, permeability and water 
saturation. Gamma ray (GR) and compressional wave delay time (DTC) logs from twelve 
vertical wells within the Turkey Shoot study area were used to perform a facies model. Seven log 
facies were identified and qualitatively interpreted as follows: chalk, low quality chalk, low GR 
marl, high GR marl, limestone, sandstone, and shale. Once a log facies model was established, it 
was upscaled to be applied in the whole study area. Figure 3-3 shows a facies model for the 
Turkey Shoot area.  
 
 
Figure 3-3    Facies model spans four square miles (2 miles by 2 miles). The color bar in the left 
lists seven types of lithology that were included in this model. Please note that the vertical scale 




 Once a facies model was achieved in Petrel, the integration of the upscaled facies model 
and core experimental results enables each facies has its specific properties. Then both the 
structure and properties were appropriately upscaled. The geo-cellular 3D grid model was ready 
for incorporating dynamic data to test its validity and quality. 
3.2 Dual-porosity Compositional Flow Model 
 Incorporated with dynamic data such as well head pressure and daily hydrocarbon 
production, the geological model was used to build a reservoir simulation model.  
 Flow simulation model was built by incorporating the geo-cellular model and dynamic 
production-related data. Considering the existence of faults and fractures in the study area, a 
dual-porosity model is preferable. By using CMG’s reservoir simulator, a dual-porosity 
compositional flow model is applied in this project. The reservoir model only covers the 
Wishbone section and the ten faults located within this one square-mile area. There are about 
43,000 active grid cells in the model. 
 For the Wishbone section, the 40 degree API shows it is located in a volatile reservoir 
region. A compositional model was selected to keep track of the molecular components of the 
reservoir hydrocarbon system. The observed daily production rate and pressure records were 
used to test the validity of the flow model by using history-matching process. A good match 
between simulated results and field production history indicates a reliable simulation model.  
3.2.1 Pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) Analysis 
 Via simulating what takes place in reservoir, experimental PVT analysis was able to 
describe the phase behavior of multi-component fluid mixtures in response to reservoir pressure 
changes. Two PVT reports were tested in this model: one is based on Well 2σ’s separator 
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samples; the other one is from samples of a Niobrara well that is 2 miles west of Wishbone 
section.  
3.2.1.1 Initial PVT Analysis 
 The analysis of recombined separator samples indicates the approximate reservoir 
conditions at Niobrara formation in the Wishbone section are 240˚F with an initial pressure of 
4500 psia, as shown in Figure 3-4. The reservoir fluid API gravity is about 40o, which indicates 
this section is located in a volatile oil reservoir.  
 
 
Figure 3-4    PVT phase envelope that indicates of a volatile oil reservoir. 
 
 A solution Gas to Liquid Ratio (GLR) plot indicates a bubble point pressure of 3124 psia 

























reduction in pressure at this point will release gas to form a free gas phase in the system. Since 
the initial reservoir pressure is 4500 psia, which is much higher than the bubble point pressure, it 
is inferred that there is no free gas initially. 
 
 
Figure 3-5    Solution gas to liquid ratio was measured in lab. 
 
 Figure 3-6 shows the compressibility of liquid is on the order of 10-5 psi-1, which is 
generally considered to indicate high compressibility. It is related to the amount of soluble gas in 




























Figure 3-6    Liquid compressibility is as high as 10-5 psi-1 
 
3.2.1.2 PVT Modelling 
 During production, a change in pressure and hydrocarbon saturation results in the change 
in phase behavior, density and compressibility of reservoir fluid, which is able to be predicted by 
a PVT model. Since fluid density directly affects seismic attributes, it becomes critical to build 
an accurate PVT model.  
 The composition of the reservoir fluid is listed in Table 3-1. Methane has the highest 
mole concentration, followed by the intermediate components (ethane through hexane). To 
reduce computing time, the thirty-four components were lumped into six pseudo-components 






























individual component was contained in only one pseudo-component. The lumped six pseudo-































Table 3-1    Reservoir fluid composition 
Component Mole % 
Lumped 
components 
CO2 1.342 1 
N2 0.325 2 
C1 42.265 2 
C2 10.864 3 
C3 7.080 3 
iC4 1.239 4 
nC4 3.710 4 
iC5 1.366 4 
nC5 2.176 4 
C6 2.666 4 
C7 3.788 4 
C8 4.161 4 
C9 3.034 5 
C10 2.446 5 
C11 1.752 5 
C12 1.390 5 
C13 1.353 5 
C14 1.152 5 
C15 0.997 5 
C16 0.784 6 
C17 0.688 6 
C18 0.652 6 
C19 0.581 6 
C20 0.461 6 
C21 0.397 6 
C22 0.368 6 
C23 0.310 6 
C24 0.277 6 
C25 0.258 6 
C26 0.224 6 
C27 0.197 6 
C28 0.182 6 
C29 0.155 6 




 Figure 3-8 shows the two-phase envelopes before lumping (blue curve) and after lumping 
(yellow curve). Around reservoir temperature 240 oF, the two curves are almost overlapped with 




Figure 3-8    Phase envelopes before and after lumping. 
 
3.2.1.3 Match CMG WinProp Model to Laboratory Results 
 To generate component properties for CMG’s compositional simulator GEM, WinProp 





























density, compressibility and viscosity, the results of laboratory experiments were used as 
guidance. Available lab experiments included constant composition expansion (CCE), 
differential liberation (DL), separator test, constant volume depletion, etc. 
 The samples, which were analyzed by Core Lab, were the representative separator 
products from Well 2N in this study area. A Peng-Robinson equation of state (EOS) was tuned to 
match the lab results to obtain an accurate PVT model. The details are discussed in the 
Appendix. Overall, the WinProp model was well matched to the laboratory analysis results of 
CCE and DL. It indicated that the pseudo-components and the composition of reservoir fluid 
characterized in the WinProp model were reliable to be used in GEM, the compositional 
simulator in CMG.  
3.2.2 Horizontal Wells in the Model 
 There are eleven horizontal wells in the Wishbone section of the Wattenberg Field. Seven 
wells are producing from the Niobrara and the others are from Codell. After hydraulically 
stimulating the section, production began in September of 2013. 
 The multi-stage hydraulic fracturing stimulation induces smaller fractures (micro-
fractures) in the reservoir, which increase reservoir permeability and form the major flow path 
(Figure 3-9). Based on this, a multi-stage hydraulic fracturing model was built, in order to 






Figure 3-9    A multi-stage hydraulically fractured well (Torcuk 2013). The smaller fractures 
created around the main hydraulic fractures are the main flow path for hydrocarbon production. 
 
3.2.3 Model Initialization 
 To have a general idea about the value of each parameters in the simulation model, a 
layer cake model that included ten layers and one single well was tested to get started. Based on 
this, the geological model obtained from Petrel was imported into reservoir simulator to build a 
more complicated flow simulation model. 
3.2.3.1 Initial Pressure 
 As mentioned in Figure 1-3 in Chapter 1, the Niobrara formation is over-pressured. A 
pressure gradient of 0.5 psi/ft was used for this model.  
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3.2.3.2 Initial Porosity, Permeability, and Phase Saturation 
 Neutron porosity logs from eleven vertical wells in Turkey Shoot study area were 
upscaled to be applied for this section. The porosity in this model ranges from 8% to 13%. 
Matrix permeability was measured from core analysis. By using facies model, the value of 
matrix permeability was assigned to each rock type (Table 3-2). Matrix permeability in J 
direction is equal to that in I direction, which is 10 times higher than the permeability in K 
direction.  
 Since reservoir pressure is higher than bubble point pressure, there is no free gas in the 
beginning. After discussion with petrophysicist, the values of water saturation in matrix system 
were assigned for each facies (Table 3-2). In fracture system, water saturation was set as 0.2 to 
get started, which was later modified to 0.1 to match well performance.  
 
Table 3-2    Initial matrix permeability and water saturation for each facies 
Facies Matrix Permeability Water Saturation 
0 Chalk 4.18E-05 0.14 
1 Low GR Marl 1.90E-05 0.12 
2 High GR Marl 4.33E-06 0.20 
3 Limestone 3.25E-07 0.27 
4 Sandstone 1.30E-03 0.20 
5 Low quality Chalk 1.52E-05 0.20 




3.2.3.3 Relative Permeability Curves 
 To start with, Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11 were used for matrix system, while the higher 
relative permeability curves (Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13) were used for fracture system.  
 
Figure 3-10  Relative permeability in water-oil system for matrix continuum 
 
 
























































Figure 3-12  Relative permeability in water-oil system for fracture continuum 
 
 

























































3.2.3.4 Fracture Permeability Obtained from Rate Transient Analysis (RTA) 
 Take Well 1N for example, the relationship between normalized pressure (the ratio of 
pressure change to formation rate) and production time period was plotted on a log-log 
diagnostic plot (Figure 3-14). There are two best-fit lines through the data. The first line, which 
has a slope of 0.5, indicates a linear production flow. The second straight line, which has a slope 
of 1, is demonstrative of boundary effect. Considering the tight well spacing, it is possible to 
speculate that hydraulic fracture interference may be occurring. 
 
 
Figure 3-14  Flow regimes of Well 1N. Half slope refers to linear flow regime, while the unit 
slope means boundary dominated flow. 
 
 Equation 3-1 (Kazemi et al. 2015) presents the linear-multiphase flow analysis. Using the 


































Slope = 0.5 
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(  o o w w g gP q B q B q B   ) and square root of production time ( t ) was plotted according to 
Equation 3-1. By making appropriate assumptions and using the slope from Figure 3-15, the 
effective fracture permeability (kf,eff) was calculated, which is approximately 10
-4 to 10-3 mD. 
Since the initial permeability from core analysis is close to 10-6 mD, this is an indicator that the 
hydraulic fracture stimulation has been effective in creating micro-fractures to act as production 
conduits. In dual-porosity model, 10-4 mD was used for effective fracture permeability. 
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Figure 3-15  Data in linear flow regime were used to calculate fracture permeability.  
 
 Effective fracture permeability is the product of fracture permeability and fracture 
porosity. If fracture porosity is defined as 1%, then the fracture permeability is close to 10-2 mD. 







































Considering fracture density is increasing when closer to fault zones (RCP 2016), higher fracture 
permeability was assigned to the area in the fault vicinity. The value of fracture permeability 
ranges from 0.01 mD to 0.2 mD in the simulation model. 
3.2.3.5 Bottom Hole Pressure (BHP) Calculation 
 The production and surface pressure of eleven horizontal wells were provided by APC. 
Take Well 3C for example. The production data is shown in Figure 3-16, while surface pressures 
are shown in Figure 3-17. 
 
 
Figure 3-16  Production history of Well 3C. (Red curve is gas production; green curve is oil 

























































































Figure 3-17  Surface pressure of Well 3C (Blue curve: casing surface pressure; orange curve: 
tubing surface pressure) 
 
 Figure 3-17 tells that there is gas in the casing-tubing annulus, because casing pressure is 
increasing while tubing pressure is decreasing initially, as shown in the purple dash box in Figure 
3-17. In order for that to happen, the density in the tubing-casing annulus must be lower than the 
density (plus tubing friction) on the tubing side. Therefore, the pressure at tubing setting depth 
(vertical part) is determined using the equation below: 




















 Similarly, the exponential BHP approximation method, which handles varying pressure 











   
(3-2) 
Where 
Pv = pressure at tubing setting depth, psia (absolute pressure) 
Pwh = wellhead casing pressure, psia (absolute pressure) 
h = true vertical depth of the well, ft 
γg = average specific gravity of gas 
R = 53.36 ft-lb/lb-R (gas constant for API standard condition air) 
Tav = average temperature, Rankin (Rankin = Fahrenheit + 460) 
 In both methods mentioned above, one critical parameter that needs to be calculated is 
gas specific gravity, which changes with pressure. The relationship between the two was 
obtained from vapor properties (Figure 3-18). During the calculation of average specific gas 
gravity, only the surface casing pressure, or the gas specific gravity at surface was known. 
Therefore, iteration was needed to calculate gas specific gravity at bottom. Initially, a value was 
assumed as BHP. Bottom gas specific gravity was calculated based on the equation in Figure 
3-18. An average gas specific gravity was obtained to calculate BHP. This calculated BHP value 




Figure 3-18  Relationship of gas specific gravity and pressure. This relationship was obtained 
from differential liberation experimental results. 
 
 The values of pressure at tubing setting depth that were calculated from the above two 
methods are very close. After calculating the pressure at tubing setting depth in the vertical part, 
the pressure head in lateral part, which was from tubing setting depth to the toe of a horizontal 
well, needed to be calculated. Since fluid is the combination of gas, oil and water, a pressure 
gradient of 0.3 psi/ft was assumed. The pressure of lateral part is the product of pressure gradient 
and the vertical difference between true vertical depth (TVD) and tubing setting depth. 
Therefore, the BHP of a wellbore is the pressure summation of lateral part and vertical part.   
 After comparing the BHP results with some proprietary data from a well in the area that 
has a BHP gauge, it was found that the calculated BHP was reasonable. 
























3.2.3.6 Homogeneous Hydraulic Fractures (HFs) 
 A hydraulic fracture template was utilized for all HFs. Its width is 0.001 ft and 
permeability is 1000 mD, while the half-length is 250 ft. The height is approximately 140 ft. The 
top view of Niobrara formation is shown in Figure 3-19.  
 
 
Figure 3-19  Homogeneous HFs were used for all eleven horizontal wells. The seven white 
curves represent Niobrara well trajectories. The refined black grid blocks are hydraulic fracture 
stages. The zig-zagged bolded black curves are faults. 
 
3.2.3.7 Compaction Close to Faults 
 During production, pressure drawdown leads to reservoir compaction. It is critical to 
consider this to avoid overestimating the hydrocarbon production in a reservoir simulation 
model. Equations 3-3 was used to model permeability reduction. When different rock 
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compressibility ( c ) is considered, the relationship that shows permeability decreases with 
pressure is displayed in Figure 3-20.  
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 Currently fault locations were defined in the simulation model but their properties, such 
as open, sealing, and partly open, were not considered. Higher fracture permeability and 
compaction were assumed in the fault vicinity, which affect flow behavior. Figure 3-21 shows 
that higher compaction (red color) was considered in area close to fault.  
 
 
Figure 3-21  Higher compaction was used in the area close to faults. 
 
3.2.3.8 Matrix Size and Shape Factor 
 Shape factor ( ) is a significant parameter that describes flow between fracture and 
matrix. It incorporates the shape of matrix block. The simplest geometry, cubic matrix blocks 
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 (3-4) 
Where, Lx, Ly, and Lz are fracture distance in x, y, z direction, respectively. 
 More micro-fractures exist in the neighborhood of faults and hydraulically fractured 
wells. Thus, a smaller matrix size was used in the fault vicinity, which means more fluid flows 
from matrix to fracture.  
3.3 Formula Used in a Dual-porosity Model 
 In a dual-porosity model, fracture and matrix are considered separately. For a single 
phase, slightly compressible flow in a microscopically-homogeneous fractured system, the 
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 The fluid flow in matrix medium is listed as the following equation. 











 Equation 3-7 is the transfer function that connects fracture and matrix. 
  m f mk P P    (3-7) 
 After conducting the initial analysis, a compositional simulation model was constructed 






CHAPTER 4 INTEGRATION OF FLOW MODEL WITH 4D SEISMIC 
 History matching process was achieved by repeating the oil and gas production rate. RTA 
was conducted to figure out whether the mismatch of gas rate is a big issue. After that, the pore 
geometry parameters were calculated to validate the reality of this model. Sensitivity analysis 
was done to investigate the effect of different parameters on flow performance. Finally, to 
validate the simulation model, the PP time-lapse seismic responses and microseismic events 
were compared with simulation results. 
4.1 History Matching Results 
 BHP was used as the primary control during the history matching process. The goal was 
to match simulated results with actual production rates for all the eleven horizontal wells by 
modifying reservoir parameters, which include rock compressibility, water saturation, 
permeability, fracture porosity, relative permeability curves, etc. 
4.1.1 Production History Match and Forecast 
 The simulation model ran from September 2013 until early 2016 to match the production 
history. Then to predict production in the future, this model continued to run until September 
2018. The production of two single wells, one Niobrara well, 6N, and the other Codell well, 10C, 
are used as examples. Following this, the average production of all eleven horizontal wells in 
Wishbone section is listed.  
 Figure 4-1 shows the oil rate of Well 6N. Except the first few months, simulated oil rate 
(red curve) is well matched with the actual data (blue curve). Since measurement of the 
beginning stage was not reliable and stress change was not considered, we currently only focused 




Figure 4-1    Oil rate history match of Well 6N. The blue dots represent actual data, while the red 
curve shows simulated results. 
 
 
Figure 4-2    Gas rate history match of Well 6N. Simulated gas rate (red curve) is higher than the 
actual production (blue dots).  
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 Figure 4-2 shows gas production of Well 6N. Simulated gas (red curve) is higher than 
actual gas production (blue dots). Initially it was speculated that the PVT reports of the fluid 
samples did not exactly represent the reservoir fluids in the Wishbone section. To test this 
hypothesis, two different PVT reports from nearby sections were used. The bubble point 
temperature is similar but bubble point pressure difference is about 14%. However, after the 
tested simulation models run for the same period of time, it was found that these different PVT 
models generated the same simulation results. 
 The other reason to explain the high simulation gas production is the closed boundary in 
this reservoir simulation model. In reality, the produced gas can leak along faults and this part of 
gas is not captured on surface. However, the closed boundary in the simulation model makes all 
the produced gas trapped in the model. That is why the simulation results are higher than the 
actual gas production. This problem can be solved by adding a sink factor into the simulation 
model.  
 Similar results were also observed in the four Codell wells. Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 
represent the oil and gas production match of Well 10C. Oil is well matched but the simulated 
gas is a little higher than the actual gas production. The other three Codell wells have similar 
results with Well 10C, which were omitted here.  
 For all the eleven horizontal wells, the average oil and gas production are listed in Figure 






Figure 4-3    For Well 10C, simulated oil production (red curve) is well matched with real 
production history (blue dots). 
 
 
Figure 4-4    For Well 10C, simulated gas production (red curve) is higher than the actual gas 








Figure 4-5    Average oil rate of eleven horizontal wells. Simulated oil rate (red curve) is well 











Figure 4-6    Average gas rate of eleven horizontal wells. Simulated results (red curve) are higher 
than the actual production (blue dots). For the actual production blue dots, the bump at the 
beginning of 2016 is the result of opening the choke in all eleven wells. However, the change of 
choke size is not simulated in the model. 
 
  
The bump appearing at this time (blue dots) 




4.1.2 RTA Based on History Matched Results 
 For all the eleven wells, RTA was conducted based on both field data and the simulated 
production results. The diagnostics (log-log) plots indicated a linear flow regime, and 
corresponding data was then used to calculate fracture permeability. It was found that the 
reservoir permeability calculated from both simulation results and actual production rate is 
similar, which is approximately 10-4 to 10-3 mD (Figure 4-7). This validates the simulation 
model. Moreover, this value is higher than the previously measured core permeability, which 
indicates that hydraulic fracture stimulation improves reservoir permeability.  
 
 
Figure 4-7    RTA based on both actual rate (left) and simulation results (right). The yellow dots 
represent all data in the initial three-year period; the red dots refer to the data that are located in 
the linear flow regime. 
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4.1.3 Pore Geometry in Niobrara and Codell 
 To ensure the input values are realistic, the pore-scale parameters were calculated based 
on current simulation model for evaluation.  
4.1.3.1 Fracture Width 
 Fracture permeability ranges from 0.01 to 0.2 mD. The relationship between fracture 
width and fracture permeability is presented in Equation 4-1. 
 







   (4-1) 
 Since a higher permeability is used in the fault vicinity, larger fracture width is observed 
in this area. Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 display the fracture width distribution on the layer 
Niobrara C Chalk and the Codell layer. The ten bolded black jagged lines in both figures 
represent zig-zag faults in the Wishbone section. The white thin lines refer to horizontal well 
trajectories. While the grid blocks with no marks represent non-hydraulically fractured areas, the 
marked grid blocks represent hydraulically fractured areas, which are perpendicular to the well 
trajectories. The fracture width is in the range of 0 to 0.05 m. The area with both well 
stimulation and faults has the largest width, which is between 0.03 and 0.05 m. It is highlighted 
by yellow and red colors in Figure 4-8. 
 In Figure 4-9, on the right side of Well 3C, all the white grid cells are not active. They are 
inactive because there were some vertical wells drilled in this area, targeting the Carlile 






Figure 4-8    Fracture width distribution on the layer Niobrara C Chalk 
 
 




 Equation 4-2 indicates that tortuosity is estimated based on matrix porosity (
m
 ) and 




  (4-2) 
 
 Since matrix porosity is assigned to each grid block (based on the lithology facies 
model), the tortuosity is also distributed according to lithology. Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 
exhibit the tortuosity map on Niobrara C Chalk and Codell, separately. Tortuosity on the layer 
Niobrara C Chalk ranges from 15 to 30, while it is between 10 and 20 on the layer Codell. Both 
value ranges are reasonable for an unconventional reservoir. The results are also consistent with 
the fact that the tight sandstone Codell has a higher matrix porosity than Niobrara C Chalk.  
 
 





Figure 4-11  Tortuosity distribution on the layer Codell 
 
4.1.3.3 Pore-throat Radius 
 After the values of matrix porosity and matrix permeability were obtained from the 
matched simulation model, pore-throat radius was calculated based on the following equation.  










   (4-3) 
 
 Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 indicate that the pore throat radius in the two layers is in the 
range of 1 to 7 nanometers, which varies with facies. For unconventional reservoirs, the oil 
molecules and the pore throats have similar sizes (Odegard et al. 2015). Considering the oil 
molecules roughly range from 1 to 10 nanometers in size, the values are reasonable in the 




Figure 4-12  Pore throat radius distribution on the layer Niobrara C Chalk 
 
 
Figure 4-13  Pore throat radius distribution on the layer Codell 
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 Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 also indicate that pore throat radius varies among wells. For 
example, when compared with others wells, smaller pore throat radius is observed in the area 
around Well 10C, as shown in Figure 4-13. The smaller pore-throat radius is due to lower matrix 
permeability in the neighborhood of Well 10C. 
4.1.3.4 Matrix Size 
 In a dual porosity model, matrix size is a matrix-fracture interaction parameter that is 
used to describe the average thickness of a matrix block or the average distance between two 
fractures, with the purpose of measuring the accessibility of matrix system through the fracture 
system. To indicate more communication from matrix system to fracture system, smaller values 
were used in the area with well stimulation and fault sets, as shown in Figure 4-14 and Figure 
4-15. The matrix size is between 5 ft and 30 ft for all layers in the simulation model.  
 
 




Figure 4-15  Matrix size distribution on the layer Codell 
 
4.1.3.5 Shape Factor 
 Shape factor is another parameter to simulate matrix-fracture interaction. Shape factor is 
calculated by using Equation 4-4 and the matrix size values that are displayed in the above two 
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Figure 4-16  Shape factor distribution on the layer Niobrara C Chalk 
 
 
Figure 4-17  Shape factor distribution on the layer Codell  
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 It was found that for tight reservoirs, all the values of the above pore-scale parameters are 
reasonable. That is to say, this model is in realistic situations. 
4.1.4 Sensitivity Analysis 
 According to the basic formula for dual porosity model, the change of different 
parameters may have the same effect on fluid production. Therefore, to test their influence, both 
pore geometry parameters and fracture conductivity were adjusted and the corresponding 
simulation results were compared with the actual production data.  
4.1.4.1 Pore Geometry Analysis 
 Pore geometries, including matrix size, matrix permeability and fracture width, were 
modified to test their influence on hydrocarbon production. Please note that in the following 
figures (Figure 4-18, Figure 4-19, Figure 4-20 and Figure 4-21) in this section, the blue dotted 
curves represent actual production, while the red curves indicate the previously matched 
simulation results. 
1. Decrease Matrix Size by Half 
 There will be more fluid flow from matrix to fracture if matrix size is decreased. Hence, 
the simulated oil rate is higher, as displayed by the brown curve in Figure 4-18. The brown curve 
characterizes the case when matrix size is decreased by half while the other parameters are kept 
unchanged. To compare, the actual production (blue dots) and the originally simulated results 




Figure 4-18  Simulated oil rate of Well 6N (brown curve) when matrix size is decreased by half. 
 
2. Decrease Both Matrix Size & Matrix Permeability by Half 
 The brown curve in Figure 4-18 demonstrates the simulated oil rate is too high if matrix 
size is decreased by half, which means there is too much energy in the reservoir. To obtain a 
better match, matrix permeability is also decreased by half, as presented by the cyan curve in 
Figure 4-19. The cyan curve is lower than the brown curve, which indicates that the decrease of 
oil rate is caused by lower matrix permeability.  
 
Brown Curve: Matrix Size*0.5; Matrix Perm*1 




Figure 4-19  Simulated oil rate of Well 6N (cyan curve) if both matrix size and permeability are 
decreased by half 
 
3. Decrease Matrix Size by 25% and Decrease Matrix Permeability by Half 
 According to the above results, it was found that both the increase of matrix size and the 
decrease of matrix permeability can lower oil production. Therefore, on the basis of cyan curve 
in Figure 4-19, matrix size is increased to 0.75 times of the original case (red curve), while 
matrix permeability is still half of the original case. The results demonstrate that the simulated oil 




Brown Curve: Matrix Size*0.5; Matrix Perm*1 
Cyan Curve: Matrix Size*0.5; Matrix Perm*0.5 





Figure 4-20  Oil rate of Well 6N when matrix size is decreased by 25% and matrix perm is half 
of the original case 
 
 The above three cases are based on the change of matrix parameters. The overall results 
are summarized in Table 4-1. Since the decrease of matrix size and permeability can generate the 
same results with the case when these two parameters are not changed, it is important to know 
the geometry of the reservoir to select the more representative case. The following part will talk 
about the change of fracture parameters.  
  
Brown Curve: Matrix Size*0.5; Matrix Perm*1 
Cyan Curve: Matrix Size*0.5; Matrix Perm*0.5 
Red Curve: Matrix Size*1; Matrix Perm*1 
Green dash: Matrix Size*0.75; Matrix Perm*0.5 
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Red Curve  
(Base case) 
1 1 
Matched with actual 
production 
Brown Curve 0.5 1 Highest production 
Cyan Curve 0.5 0.5 
Production is higher 
than actual production 
Green Dash 0.75 0.5 
Matched with actual 
production 
 
4. Increase Fracture Width by Twice 
 Fracture width affects fracture permeability according to Equation 4-1. If fracture width 
is increased by twice, fracture permeability becomes four times higher than before. Besides, 
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 (4-5) 
 The orange curve in Figure 4-21 presents the simulated results when fracture width is 
increased by twice. Since the maximum oil production is set as 400 bbl/day when the simulation 
is running, the orange curve displays a highest value of 400 bbl/day, which lasted from the initial 
production date to March 2014. It is probably because there is too much energy in the fracture 
system in the beginning. Since fracture permeability is also higher than before, the oil rate 




Figure 4-21  Oil rate of Well 6N if fracture width is increased by twice (orange curve) 
 
4.1.4.2 Fracture Conductivity Analysis 
 Fracture conductivity is used to measure how easily fluid moves through a fracture. It is 
the product of hydraulic fracture permeability and fracture width, which is  f fk w mD ft . 
Dimensionless fracture conductivity (FCD) is defined as fracture conductivity divided by the 
product of reservoir formation permeability and fracture half length (xf). Since the simulation 
model is a dual porosity model, the reservoir permeability ( rk ) is calculated by the sum of 
effective fracture permeability ( f fk  ) and matrix permeability ( mk ). Hence, dimensionless 













 In the simulation model, fracture porosity is assumed to be 1%. For the majority of grid 
blocks, fracture permeability is between 10-2 and 10-1 mD and matrix permeability is about 10-5 
mD. Therefore, reservoir permeability can be calculated, which is approximate 5*10-4 mD.  
 For all HFs, the width is 0.001 ft and permeability is 1000 mD, while the half-length is 
250 ft. By using these values, the dimensionless fracture conductivity is calculated to be 8 in this 
current simulation model. 
 If fracture width is increased by a factor of 10, which becomes 0.01 ft, and permeability 
is decreased to an tenth of its original value, which changes to 100 mD, fracture conductivity is 
kept the same as before. In this case, the simulated hydrocarbon production curves are 
overlapped with those of the original case when fracture width is 0.001 ft and permeability is 
1000 mD. That is to say, no matter which values hydraulic fracture width and permeability use, 
as if the product is kept unchanged, the simulated hydrocarbon is not affected.  
4.2 Comparison of Reservoir Simulation Model with Microseismic and PP Seismic 
 The following comparisons support the validity of the simulation model, because the 
fracture gas saturation distribution is consistent with both 4D seismic responses and 
microseismic events. 
4.2.1 Gas Saturation Distribution after Two Years of Production 
 Figure 4-22 shows the 3D view of gas saturation in the fracture system after the model 
runs for two years. The yellow color on the west side indicates higher gas saturation, which is 




Figure 4-22  3D view of gas saturation distribution after two years of production 
 
  




 The model contains 16 layers. If the fracture gas saturation is averaged vertically among 
the layers, its 2D view distribution is presented in Figure 4-23. The line symbolizes eleven 
horizontal wells: the black lines refer to seven Niobrara wells while the white lines represent four 
Codell wells. The warm colors, which include orange and yellow, indicate higher gas saturation. 
This contour map exhibits less gas saturation on the eastern side, which confirms the fact that 
there is less gas produced from the eastern wells.  
 Figure 4-23 was generated based on the case when all the faults act as permeable 
conduits. However, if all the faults are changed to barriers, which means there is no flow across 
faults, the simulated gas saturation distribution is presented in Figure 4-24. This map is similar to 
Figure 4-23. When comparing the two figures, the difference is marked by the blue ellipse in 
Figure 4-24. It is the area where the graben is located. This discontinuous gas distribution is 
caused by fault barriers.  
 Similar gas distribution results infer that the simulation model is not fault sensitive. Since 
the permeability and porosity in the simulation model are low, the production of each well is 
more affected by its stimulated reservoir volume, rather than the sealing or opening properties of 
faults in this model. 
4.2.2 Comparison with Time-lapse Seismic Response 
 RCP students Jacquelyn Daves and Jacob Utley analyzed time-lapse seismic data. The 




Figure 4-24  2D view of fracture gas saturation when faults are sealing.  
  
4.2.2.1 Difference between Monitor 1 and Baseline 
 The most significant observation was the free-gas evolution in the fracture system for 
shorter well spacing because the high gas saturations in the fractures affect seismic velocity and 
seismic amplitudes in the Baseline, Monitor 1 and Monitor 2 surveys. Thus, the reservoir model 
was guided not only by production data, but by the 4D seismic responses.  
 Figure 4-25 presents the average PP frequency attribute difference between Monitor 1 
and Baseline. This attribute extracts the average seismic frequency between the top Niobrara 
interval and the bottom Codell interval. This attribute is extracted from Baseline and Monitor 1 
surveys and then the average frequency of the Baseline survey is subtracted from that of Monitor 
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1, giving the frequency difference between the Baseline and Monitor 1 surveys. The warm colors 
in the west side indicate lower average frequencies in Monitor 1 when compared to those in the 
Baseline survey. Since frequencies attenuate more across voids, it means there are more induced 
fractures and thus more produced gas on the west. Similarly, after the simulation model produces 
for two years, higher average gas saturation (yellow color in Figure 4-25) between the top 
Niobrara interval and the bottom Codell interval is observed in the west. The simulation results 
are consistent with the seismic responses.  
 
 
Figure 4-25  PP frequency attribute difference between Monitor 1 and Baseline in the study area 
(RCP 2016)   
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4.2.2.2 Difference between Monitor 2 and Baseline 
 Inversion P-impedance (Ip) percent difference from Niobrara top to the Greenhorn 
horizon is shown in Figure 4-26. For Monitor 2 and Baseline surveys, the mean Ip percent 
difference is extracted between the interval of Niobrara top and Greenhorn. Then the percentage 













 There is no free gas in reservoir when the baseline survey was conducted, and gas exists 
during the Monitor 2 survey. Therefore, when compared with Baseline survey, Monitor 2 shows 
less impedance due to gas effect. The negative average percent difference is displayed in Figure 
4-26. The strong negative impedance difference was shown by warm color, such as yellow and 
red. It indicates this area has higher gas production. The continuous purple color, such as that 
located in the middle and the northeast trend in the top left corner, marks fault locations. It 
separates warm colors, which specifies fault control gas saturation. 
 The following seismic PP inversion results explain that seismic anomalies and gas 
saturation are correlated and affected primarily by faults in this area. However, the simulation 
results indicate that the produced gas distribution is more affected by well locations than by 
faults (Figure 4-23). Figure 4-27 compares the fracture gas saturation (Sgf) distribution map (top) 
with the map of negative impedance difference (bottom). It was found that there is a consistency 
of high gas production, as shown in the pink polygon. However, the seismic map indicates gas 
saturation is affected by faults, which is not observed in the simulation map, as marked by the 
white rectangular box. Therefore, to minimize the difference, fault properties and reservoir 
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heterogeneity need to be accounted for to update the current simulation model, while seismic 
anomalies will be used as a reference.  
 
 
Figure 4-26  Map view zoomed in over the Wishbone section with an average of the P-
Impedance percent differenced from the Niobrara top to the Greenhorn horizon. A line sample 
highlights the interval extraction on the left. The right color bar shows a change from cooler (0% 
change) to warmer (-3% change). This P-impedance percent difference extraction supports the 
overall large changes in the north and in the west of the section. (RCP 2017) The warm color 






Figure 4-27  Fracture gas saturation map after two years of production (top) is compared with the 
average impedance difference between Monitor 2 survey and baseline (bottom). Seismic map 
shows gas production is affected by faults, which is not observed in the simulation map, as 




4.2.3 Comparison with Microseismic Events 
 Microseismic analysis is capable of providing information on natural fracture reactivation 
and induced fracture distribution (Grechishnikova 2017). Figure 4-28 compares the simulated 
gas saturation distribution in fracture system (top) with microseismic events (bottom). Faults are 
represented by the zig-zagged black curves in the top image and white thin curves in the bottom 
image. The blue and brown curves in the bottom image refer to the eleven horizontal wells, 
which are omitted in the top image.  
 The increased microseismic event trends suggest higher fracture density, which correlates 
with the fracture gas saturation that is observed from the flow simulation model. The 
microseismic clusters correlate with the higher gas saturation, as shown by the yellow rectangles 
in Figure 4-28. The lower microseismic events in the middle, which is marked by the white 
rectangular boxes, also correspond with less gas saturation. This validates the simulation model 
results.  
4.3 Modifications in the Reservoir Simulation Model 
 RCP student Ahmed Alfataierge built a heterogeneous hydraulic fracture (HF) simulation 
model in the software GOHFER to investigate fracture propagation and hydraulic fracture 
conductivity in this heterogeneous study area (Alfataierge 2017). 
4.3.1 Import Heterogeneous HFs from GOHFER into CMG 
 Figure 4-29 shows Well 1N and the 32 HFs that were imported from the heterogeneous 




Figure 4-28  Comparison between simulated gas saturation distribution (top image) and surface 
microseismic events (bottom image). Higher gas saturation, which is marked by yellow 




these heterogeneous fractures, their half-length is in the range from 260 ft to 480 ft, height is 
between 20 ft and 190 ft, and conductivity is between 1 to 20 mD*ft. All of these values are 
higher than those in the previously used homogeneous fractures. Table 4-2 compares the 
difference of key parameters. From Figure 4-30, it is clear to see the half-length difference 
between the two hydraulic fracture models.  
 
 
Figure 4-29  For Well 1N, 32 HFs were imported from the heterogeneous HF model. They have 
different half-length, width, and conductivity.  
 
Table 4-2    Comparison of homogeneous and heterogeneous HFs 
Comparison Homogeneous HFs 
Heterogeneous HFs from 
GOHFER 
Half-length 250 ft 260 ft - 480 ft 
Height 140 ft 20 ft - 190 ft 





Figure 4-30  The HF half-length in the heterogeneous HF model (right) is longer than that in the 
homogeneous fracture model (left). 
 
4.3.2 Simulated Results of Model with Heterogeneous HFs  
 When all the other parameters were kept the same but the homogeneous HFs were 
replaced by the heterogeneous HF model, it was found that the simulated oil rate decreases faster 
than the production history. Figure 4-31 and Figure 4-32 take Well 1N for example. To conduct a 
history match, the focus was on decreasing the initial production and slowing down the 










Figure 4-31  Simulated oil rate for Well 1N. The dark green curve refers to the result of model 
with heterogeneous HFs, while the light green curve presents the previously matched results 







 It was found that fracture permeability and porosity are the key parameters that affect 
simulated oil results. After decreasing fracture permeability by half, decreasing fracture porosity 
by 25%, and slightly modifying matrix permeability and porosity, a better match was obtained 
(Figure 4-32).  
 
 
Figure 4-32  A better match was obtained after changing the porosity and permeability in both 
fracture and matrix. The dark green curve represents the simulated results, which are better 





 In order to get the oil production matched for the other ten wells, fracture permeability 
and porosity were the primary parameters that were modified. Figure 4-33 takes a Codell well, 
Well 8C, as a history matching example. The simulated oil rate (green curve) is approximately 
overlapped with actual production (blue dots).  
 
 
Figure 4-33  Oil rate match of Well 8C. After fracture porosity was increased by 25%, the 
simulated oil rate (green curve) was matched with real production history (blue dots). 
 
 After the simulated oil rate was well matched with actual oil production, the simulation 
model ran for two more years to predict future oil production. The average well performance and 





Figure 4-34  Simulated average oil production (green curve) of eleven wells is well matched with 
the actual production (blue dots). 
 
 Both Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-34 represent the average oil rate of eleven wells, while the 
only difference lies in the type of HF model: homogeneous or heterogeneous. When compared 
with Figure 4-5, it was found that the simulated oil production in the initial stage is much better 
matched in Figure 4-34, which is due to the better characterization of HFs in the heterogeneous 
HF model.  
 Moreover, the simulated oil production in the heterogeneous HF case is higher than that 
in the homogeneous HF case. This affects EOR modeling results, which will be discussed in the 





CHAPTER 5 EOR BY GAS INJECTION  
5.1 Modeled Gas Injection EOR Process 
 The success of gas injection EOR is affected by factors including gas composition, 
injection period and injection rate. The following EOR process was selected according to the 
results of previous tests that considered the three factors. 
 After the model runs for five years, the oil rate is dropped to 20 bbl/day. One producer is 
changed to injector for gas injection. The injection rate is 1MMscf/day. The gas is injected for 6 
months and shut in for 18 months, then this process is cycled for three times. The component and 
composition of injected gas is listed in Table 5-1. 
 
Table 5-1    Component and composition of injected gas 
Component Composition 
Methane (C1) 50% 
Ethane (C2) 35% 
Propane (C3) 10% 
Butane (C4) 5% 
 
5.2 Well Performance of Injector and Its Surrounding Wells 
 Two producers located in the middle, Niobrara well 6N and Codell well 8C, were chosen 
as the gas injector in sequence.  
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5.2.1 Injector 6N 
 Gas injection of Well 6N improves the well performance of surrounding wells, but not 
itself. Figure 5-1 shows improved oil rate of Well 5C, which is the closest well to this injector.  
 
 
Figure 5-1    Production performance of Well 5C. The oil rate increased during gas injection (red 
curve). 
 
 In Figure 5-1, grey curve is the base case (the one without gas injection); the red dash 
curve shows the incremental oil production of Well 5C. The three peaks on this curve represent 
three gas injection cycles. In each cycle, oil rate starts to increase during gas injection, then 
decrease when the injector is shut in. For the wells 7N and 4N, which are located as the same 
formation as the injection well (Niobrara), their oil production performances are also increased, 




Figure 5-2    Oil production of Well 7N is slightly increased. Red dash curve is the injection 
case; grey solid curve is the base case without injection. 
 
 To analyze the effectiveness of gas injection in Well 6N, the percentage of cumulative oil 
and gas change is calculated based on injection case and base case. It was found that the 
cumulative oil production of the surrounding wells are improved, as shown by the green color in 
Figure 5-3. Since Well 6N is changed to an injector and there is no more production, the 
percentage of its cumulative oil change is negative (light green color). After adding them 
together, it was calculated that after three gas injection cycles in Well 6N, cumulative oil 
production (15 years production) is increased by 2% while cumulative gas production is 






Figure 5-3    Change in total oil production during the EOR gas injection cycles in Well 6N 
 
 




5.2.2 Injector 8C 
 The oil rate of Well 7N is highly increased during gas injection in Well 8C (Figure 5-5). 
This indicates these two wells talk to each other, which explains the fact that Well 7N and 8C 
have the same oil rate and producing GOR, as displayed in Figure 1-14. When compared with 
Well 7N, the production performance of the other zipper-fractured well, Well 9N, is less 
enhanced. This implies weaker communication between 8C and 9N, though the oil rate of the 
two wells are very close (Figure 1-14).  
 The percentage of cumulative oil and gas production is presented in Figure 5-5 and 
Figure 5-6. Considering the nearby Codell well 5C is not highly influenced, its production 
change is omitted here.  
 
 





Figure 5-6    Percentage of cumulative gas change during gas injection cycles in Well 8C 
 
 The above two modeled gas injection EOR cases show that about 2%- 4% incremental oil 
is recovered during a production period of 15 years. No EOR optimization was conducted; 
however, the above results indicate that there is a strong likelihood to increase oil recovery by 
injecting wet gas.  
 For both injector 6N and 8C, the highest affected well is located in a different formation 
from the injector. It seems that the Niobrara-Codell communication is stronger than the inner 
layer communication. To examine this hypothesis, the results of inter-well tracer tests will be 
analyzed in CHAPTER 6. 
 The above results are based on the flow model where the homogeneous HFs were used. 
Shown below are the modeling results when heterogeneous HFs are considered.  
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5.3 EOR Results when Heterogeneous HFs are Considered 
 The same gas injection procedure was applied in the simulation model with 
heterogeneous HFs. It was found that whether Well 6N or 8C was selected as the gas injector, 
the incremental oil production is lower than the case when homogeneous HFs are used. For 
example, when Well 8C was used as a gas injector, Figure 5-7 lists the percentage change of 
cumulative oil production when the gas injection case was compared with the base case.  
 As shown by Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-7, 4% more oil was extracted in the homogeneous 
HF case, while 2.5% more oil was from the heterogeneous HF case. The difference is caused by 
higher oil production in the heterogeneous HF case (Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-34). Since more oil 
has been produced, the incremental percentage is not as high as before. 
 Comparing the EOR results for the homogeneous HF models (Figure 5-5) versus the 
EOR results for the heterogeneous HF models (Figure 5-7), we conclude that the oil production 
from Well 5C and 6N has improved during the gas injection into Well 8C. This is because the 
heterogeneous hydraulic fracturing model predicted a longer fracture half-length and thicker 
height than the homogeneous case (Table 4-2), which was confirmed by the tracer analysis 
(Figure 5-8). It shows both 5C and 6N talk to Well 8C. Therefore, the heterogeneous HF case is 
more reliable to represent the reservoir performance. To better predict gas injection EOR results, 










Figure 5-7    In the simulation model with heterogeneous HFs, gas injection in Well 8C enhances 
the oil production of surrounding wells. It also shows that the oil rate of both Well 6N and 5C, 














Figure 5-8    Water tracer inter-well analysis shows Well 8C communicates with its surrounding 
wells: 5C, 6N, 7N, 9N 10C, and 11N. The EOR results in the heterogeneous case (Figure 5-7) 
show gas injection in Well 8C improves the oil production of 6N and 5C. This is validated by the 






CHAPTER 6 TRACER DATA ANALYSIS 
 Among the eleven horizontal wells in the Wishbone section, water soluble chemical frac 
tracers (CFTs) were monitored for inter-well communication tests. The purpose was to identify 
the extent of inter-well connectivity of the fracture network (Salman et al. 2014). Additionally, 
oil frac tracers (OFT) were injected into two wells, 2N and 6N. The OFT analysis quantifies 
hydrocarbon contribution from different stages and identifies hydrocarbon communication with 
offset wells.  
 Based on the tracer data in the Wishbone section, the CFT inter-well analysis, the OFT 
single well analysis, and the OFT inter-well analysis are discussed in this chapter. Considering 
the CFT single well analysis reflects actual water production, which is not the primary focus in 
this project, it is omitted here. 
6.1 CFT Inter-well Tests 
 After the fluids injected in each well or certain stages were tagged with different CFTs, 
the sample of one monitor well was collected to analyze the concentration of these CFTs. Take 
one monitor, well 7N, for example. Figure 6-1 shows the normalized tracer concentration in the 
sample of well 7N. 7N is the observation well, while the wells or stages listed in the horizontal 
axis were injected with different types of CFTs. Each column represents a unique CFT that was 
injected in the surrounding offset wells or stage segments. Four CFTs were used in Well 6N, 
which are illustrated by the yellow columns; two CFTs were applied in Well 10C, which are 
represented by the dark grey columns. The blue columns refer to the wells where the same type 
of CFT was injected in all stages. The detected CFT concentration was first normalized based on 
the injected tracer mass to make sure the values are comparable. To show the communication 
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from these traced segments more directly, the sum of all columns is normalized as one and the 
percentage of each column was calculated accordingly.  
 
 
Figure 6-1    Inter-well communication of Well 7N. The blue columns refer to the wells which a 
single type of CFT was injected into; the four yellow columns represent four types of CFTs were 
injected into Well 6N; the grey columns display that two types of CFTs were injected into Well 
10C. Well 8C and the stage segment 20-02 of Well 10C, which are marked by yellow boxes, 
exhibit the major communication at 23.2% and 21.6% contribution, seperately. 
 
 Figure 6-1 indicates that for the CFT injector 7N, Well 8C and the stage segment 20-02 
of Well 10C exhibit the major communication at 23.2% and 21.6% contribution, respectively. 
Both 8C and 10C are located in Codell, which confirms vertical inter-layer communication. 
Located in the same Niobrara formation with Well 7N, Well 6N and 9N were detected weak 
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communication. This means the communication between Niobrara and Codell are stronger than 
that within Niobrara. Well 2N detects minor communication (0.3%) from 2100’ away to the east.  
 The same method was used to evaluate the communication influence for the other ten 
wells. The summary of results is presented in Figure 6-2. The red arrow represents strong 
communication contribution, while the yellow arrow means moderate contribution. The 
arrowhead refers to the well whose fluid samples were collected and measured for inter-well 
communication analysis. It demonstrates that the communication within either Niobrara or 
Codell is weaker than that between the two layers. This is consistent with the simulation model 
results in the gas injection part, which shows that if gas is injected in one well, the performance 
of the nearby well located in a different layer is highly improved. 
 
 
Figure 6-2    Inter-well communication results based on tracer analysis of eleven wells. The 
normalized tracer concentration that is higher than 30% is defined as strong communication, 





6.2 OFT Single Well Tests 
 Different from CFT application, OFTs were only injected into two Niobrara wells, 2N 
and 6N. The following part discusses the results when Well 2N is used for OFT single well 
analysis and when Well 6N is used for OFT inter-well analysis, as shown in Figure 6-3.  
 
 
Figure 6-3    Three types of OFTs were injected into 2N. Four types of OFTs were injected into 




 Three types of OFT were injected into Well 2N, while the mass of OFT injected into each 
stage was the same. After that, the oil samples produced from Well 2N were collected and the 
concentration of contained OFT was measured in lab. The flow back of OFT was recorded for 
the initial 50 days, and the average concentration over this period was calculated. Then the sum 
of the values that represent three τFTs’ concentrations was normalized to one. The results were 
listed by the blue columns in Figure 6-4.  
 A homogeneous reference case was created for comparison. In this case, it assumes that 
the same OFT concentration was detected from each stage. For example, there are 3 stages in the 
middle segment, while 26 stages were injected with tracers (Stage 32-22, 21-19, 14-6, 3-1). The 
orange dot of the middle segment shows a value of 11.5%, which is the ratio of 3 to 26.Then the 
normalized values were marked by the orange dots in Figure 6-4. 
 When comparing the blue columns with the homogeneous case, it was observed that the 
middle part (Stage 21-19) exhibits higher tracer recovery, which is attributed to a more localized 
stimulated fracture network. The toe (Stage 14-6 and Stage 3-1) and heel (Stage 32-22) parts 
present lower tracer recovery. The summary including both injection operation and recovery 
results is displayed in Figure 6-5. The high tracer recovery in the middle part (Stage 21-19) is 
explained by the fact that they are located in a highly faulted area. This part intersects with the 
graben located in the middle of the Wishbone section.  
 In Figure 6-4, stages, such as 4-5 and 15-18, are missing. The reason is that OFT was not 








Figure 6-4    Average OFT concentration is analyzed based on Well 2N. For the three stage 
segments, the blue column represents the recovered OFT concentration, while the orange dots 
suggest the value if the same concentration was observed from each stage. For the middle 
segment (Stage 21-19), the blue column is higher than the blue dot, which implies a relatively 











 OFT analysis can quantify hydrocarbon contribution. The cumulative oil production from 
the traced segments of Well 2N was recorded after the simulation model ran for five years. The 
values were normalized to make sure the sum is one, which is shown by the light green columns 
in Figure 6-6. Similar with Figure 6-4, the orange dots serve as a homogenous case. For the 
middle segment (stage 21-19), the simulated oil production is lower than what the OFT shows, 
but it is similar with the value that the orange dot indicates.  
 Two reasons can explain this. First, it may imply that the simulated model is not fractured 
enough to characterize the high oil production in the graben area. The values of green columns 
are relatively close to those read from the orange dots, which reveals that the simulation model is 
not heterogeneous enough to follow the τFT analysis. Second, it’s possible that the tracer results 
cannot represent oil production in this section. For example, the model is heterogeneous and 
there is more oil production from the graben area, but the produced oil flows to other wells due 
to strong communication, which leads to the mismatch of tracer results (blue columns) and 
cumulative oil production (green columns). Besides, the reservoir is very tight and a dual-
porosity model was used to simulate the fluid flow in this section. Oil comes out of the matrix 
adjacent to natural fractures which is tougher, while tracer shows up within the same fractures by 
channeling from the tracer injection well which is much easier. The fact that oil and tracer comes 
from different locations could also lead to different results. 
 To figure out which statement is more reliable to explain the mismatch, the same method 










Figure 6-6    For the traced segments of Well 2N, the normalized OFT concentration (blue 
columns) is compared with the normalized cumulative oil production (green columns). For the 
middle segment, the blue column is higher than the green column. It either reveals that the 






 Similar results were observed from the OFT single well analysis of Well 6N (Figure 6-7). 
For the middle two segments, the normalized cumulative oil production (green columns) is also 
lower than the oil tracer flow back (blue columns). Since the middle segments show the highest 
oil tracer flowback for both Well 2N and Well 6N, it’s necessary to look at the oil production 
from each stage separately. 
 
 
Figure 6-7    Well 6N OFT single well analysis. The simulated results (green columns) match 
homogenous case (orange dots) in that the middle two segments have lower values than the 
tracer results (blue columns). 
 
 Figure 6-8 plots the simulated oil production for each stage of Well 6N, which indicates 
the heterogeneity of the current simulation model. The middle stages are more productive than 





Figure 6-8    Cumulative oil production of Well 6N for each stage (32 in total). The middle 
stages produce the highest amount of oil, which indicates the heterogeneity of the current 
simulation model (blue columns in Figure 6-7).  
 
6.3 OFT Inter-well Tests 
 For Well 6N, its 32 stages were separated into four segments. A unique type of OFT was 
injected into each segment. The existence of OFTs was observed in the produced samples of 
surrounding wells, which include wells 5C and 8C. Based on the 40-day measurement of 
samples from the three monitor wells, the average recovered OFT concentration is listed in 
Figure 6-9. Well 5C shows the highest recovered OFT concentration. This indicates the strongest 
hydrocarbon communication between Well 5C and the tracer injector 6N. For Well 8C, all four 
types of OFTs were observed, though the recovered concentration was low. This demonstrates a 
weak communication between wells 6N and 8C. 
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 Well 4N and 7N are located in the Niobrara formation, but each is 600’ away from the 
OFT injector 6N from east and west. No OFTs were witnessed in these two wells. This 




Figure 6-9    Recovered OFT concentration that is measured from oil samples of 5C and 8C. 
Well 5C is closer to Well 6N, while 8C is a little further away from 6N. 
 
 Well 6N communicates effectively with Well 5C. To figure out which segment provides 
more hydrocarbon, Figure 6-10 was generated. Similar with Figure 6-4, the blue columns present 
the normalized OFT concentration results in the samples of Well 5C, while the orange dots 
specify the reference level when there is the same tracer recovery in each stage. For the tracer 
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injected into the toe part (Stage 14-1), the blue column value (29%) is much less than that of the 
orange dot (44%). The lower tracer return recovery shows that the toe of Well 6N is not 
effectively connected with Well 5C.  
 
 
Figure 6-10  OFT concentration results in the sample taken from Well 5C. Well 6N is the tracer 
injector, and Well 5C is the observation well. The orange dots suggest the reference value if each 
stage presents the same concentration. For the toe part (Stage 14-1) of Well 6N, the orange value 
is higher than that of the blue column, which reveals relatively weak communication between 
6σ’s toe part and Well 5C.  
 
6.4 Comparison with Seismic Data 
 Figure 6-11 shows a seismic map of the Wishbone section, which is correlated with tracer 
results to examine how geologic features affect hydrocarbon production from different HF 
stages. The fault traces are shown by black lines in the background. On the trajectories of all 
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eleven wells, each dot represents a hydraulic fractured stage. The color bar on the right lists the 
geological layers. Cold colors indicate shallow layers, while hot colors suggest deep layers. For 
wells 2N and 6N, the stages that used the same type of tracers were grouped into rectangles or 
circles. 
 The OFT single well analyses indicate high tracer returns from the middle parts of Well 
2N and Well 6N. As highlighted by red circles in Figure 6-11, the middle parts are located in the 
highly faulted areas, through which two major faults pass. Since higher OFT recovery indicates 
more hydrocarbon contribution, it specifies that the graben area improves oil production in the 
middle parts. This is also consistent with the previous input that higher fracture permeability is 
applied in the fault vicinity. 
 The OFT inter-well analyses suggest that when compared with other parts of Well 6N, 
Well 6σ’s toe part does not communicate effectively with 5C. This conclusion is supported by 
Figure 6-11. For Well 6N, the cold colors in the north, which are surrounded by a yellow box, 
imply that the toe passes through shallower layers, which makes this part further away from the 
trajectory of Well 5C. In contrast, the middle and heel parts of Well 6N are closer to Well 5C, 
both horizontally and vertically. That is to say, closer well trajectory location is one of the 









Figure 6-11  Comparison of OFT analyses with geology. The round dots on the well trajectory 
represent hydraulic fracture stages. For example, 20 stages in Well 10C were represented by 20 
dots. The color of each dot indicates which layer the trajectory is located. For Well 6N, the 
trajectory is divided into toe, middle and heel parts, which are displayed by the yellow 








CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusions 
 The current model consists of more than three hundred HF stages and millions of micro 
and macro fractures. Thus, our model is truly a discrete fracture model with dual-porosity 
characteristics. This experience is unique because much of the data have been measured rather 
than speculated. The dual-porosity model, which was validated by hydrocarbon production 
history, rate transient analyses, time-lapse seismic responses, and microseismic events, is able to 
characterize the heterogeneous reservoir and the complex hydrocarbon behavior in the Wishbone 
section. 
 Sensitivity analysis shows that different input parameters result in the same production 
performance. Hence, it is significant to know the geology of the study area before the simulation 
model is applied as a guide for future reservoir development. 
 Integration of flow simulation and time-lapse seismic responses improves the accuracy of 
dynamic reservoir characterization. Seismic responses suggest fault complexity and its effect on 
gas production, which provides a reference to tune the current flow simulation model. In 
addition, the results of gas saturation in the simulation model were used in the seismic inversion 
process to assist in interpreting seismic observations. 
 To consider the heterogeneity of HFs, the hydraulic fracturing interpretation results from 
a heterogeneous model were imported into the flow simulation model and substituted the single 
planar hydraulic fracture templates. Better history matching results and more accurate gas 
injection EOR modeling results were obtained, which demonstrates the importance of accounting 
for accurate HF geometry in a flow simulation model.  
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 The EOR modeling results suggest gas injection improves hydrocarbon recovery from 
Niobrara and Codell in the Wattenberg Field. In this process, factors including injected gas 
composition, gas rate, and injection procedure were designed carefully, with a purpose of 
achieving higher incremental oil production. 
 Both water and oil tracer data analyses confirmed strong inter-layer and inter-formation 
communication in the Wishbone section, which is caused by faults, HFs, and the fact that well 
trajectories go through different reservoir intervals. This result validates the modeling EOR 
findings that gas injection in a Niobrara well will highly improve the performance of a nearby 
Codell well, which indicates credibility of the reservoir model. 
7.2 Future Work 
 The simulated gas rate is higher than the actual gas production, which can be explained 
by two reasons. One is that gas leaks along faults. The ten faults in the one-square-mile study 
area create conduits for gas leakage. This part was not simulated in the flow model and thus 
resulted in excessive gas production in the simulation model. Second is that a closed boundary 
does not exist in the Wishbone section, but it was applied in the flow simulation model. Hence, 
the gas that leaked to the outside of Wishbone section was captured and kept in the Wishbone 
section simulation model. This led to higher simulated gas production. Due to the two reasons, 
the mismatch of gas production will be corrected by adding a gas sink into the flow simulation 
model.  
 In addition, more heterogeneity needs to be added into the current simulation model. The 
simulation results indicated that the produced gas distribution was more affected by well 
locations than faults. However, the seismic PP inversion results explain that seismic anomalies 
and gas saturation are correlated, and gas saturation is affected primarily by faults in this area. 
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That is why reservoir heterogeneity and fault properties need to be more carefully accounted for 
in the simulation model. Therefore, a more heterogeneous static geological model, which is 
being built by a RCP student, Alena Grechishnikova, will be imported into this flow simulation 
model. Moreover, the time-lapse seismic responses will be used as a reference to update the 
current model, which will assist in developing a fully integrated dynamic reservoir simulation 
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APPENDIX    MATCH SIMULATED PVT MODEL RESULTS TO LAB RESULTS 
 In CCE (Constant Composition Expansion), reservoir fluid is placed in a laboratory cell 
under reservoir temperature. Pressure is adjusted to a value equal to or greater than the initial 
reservoir pressure. Pressure is reduced by increasing the volume of the cell in increments. No gas 
or liquid is removed from the cell. At each step, the pressure and total volume of the reservoir 
fluid (oil and gas) are measured. The two figures below show the match of oil density and 
relative oil volume (ROV) in WinProp model to CCL lab results by regression. ROV is the ratio 
of total fluid volume at current pressure to the fluid volume at saturation condition. The blue dots 
are the experimental results, while the red curve shows the results of WinProp model. 
 
 
























Figure A-2   Match of ROV. Psat means saturation pressure. 
 
 In DL (Differential Liberation), reservoir liquid in a laboratory cell is brought to the 
bubble point pressure under reservoir temperature. Pressure is reduced by increasing the cell 
volume. All the gas is expelled from the cell while pressure is held constant by reducing the cell 
volume. The gas is collected and its quantity and specific gravity are measured. The process is 
repeated in steps until atmospheric pressure is reached. The temperature is then reduced to 60 °F, 
and the volume of the remaining liquid is measured. The calculated parameters include the 
solution gas-oil ratio (GOR), the compressibility of gas (Z factor), formation volume factor 
(FVF), specific gravity (SG) and viscosity of oil and gas. The figures below show the match of 


































Figure A-3   Match of GOR in WinProp model to DL results 
 
 



























































Figure A-5   Match of gas compressibility in WinProp model to DL results 
 
 





















































Figure A-7   Match of oil Specific gravity in WinProp model to DL results 
 
 

































Figure A-9   Match of oil viscosity in WinProp model to DL results 
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